Scientific publishing is rapidly developing from print-only to digital journals and extensive use of social media. This essay presents our experience in developing a small and scholarly journal from the so-called scientific semi-periphery and using the advantages of digital publishing to increase the visibility of the journal in international indexing and citation databases, and ensure greater visibility in the global scientific community. An editor of a scientific journal does not need to master all details of different digital publishing tools, but needs to follow the developments so that they can be best implemented in the journal.
Introduction
In 2006, when we started delivering bibliographical information about the journal, we edited Croatian Medical Journal (CMJ) to MEDLINE/PubMed in an electronic format. We also introduced the online manuscript submission system and XML output for archiving full text data in PubMed Central, and we wrote an editorial about the future of journal publishing [1] . At that time, the scientific publishing world was split between two futures directions: one that was the continuation of the print form of journals (the print elegantly replaced by the PDF format online) and the other one digital, with online-only journals and change in publishing from set volumes, issues and pages to continual publishing, different indicators of the size of a publication, and online supplementary information. In 2006, it seemed that the digital word would completely replace the paper journal [2] . We predicted that paper editions of journals will serve as archival issues that will be kept for the future, as paper is a more stable form of archiving than the fluid and everchanging digital world (the digital form of the first issues of the journal that we started in 1991 is probably not readable on today's computers we still have it on large 5.25" floppy discs!). We also argued that digital publisshing is a challenge for small and scholarly journals, which never have enough resources anyway, but also a great opportunity to increase journals' visibility. Online publishing and archiving journal issues in digital repositories, bibliographical databases and libraries, coupled with open access to journal content are important tools for small journals to achieve higher visibility and recognition in the scientific community [3] .
Transition of small journals from paper to online publishing experience This essay is a personal tale of how an editor from a small and scholarly journal experienced the transition from a paper to predominantly online journal. My experience spans two journals and more than twenty years of editing. I am not an expert in digital publishing or information technology in general, but I learned from my experience that an editor in chief needs to know basic principles so that he or she can understand when experts working on the journal come with problems that need to be solved or with new ideas and tools for the journal.
When we started sending bibliographical information from the Croatian Medical Journal (CMJ) to the PubMed, I first had to learn about XML. I knew that there was HTML -a special "computer language" called markup language which is used to create web pages. I learnedthanks to information available on the Internet and professional education at editorial conferences such as European Association of Science Editors (EASE) and Council of Science Editors (CSE) -that XML is a different markup language which is designed to describe data. This is particularly important for scientific publicshing, as XML-tagged manuscripts can be searched and linked to other information from the article and other published material.
It was relatively easy to prepare XMLtagged bibliographical data for PubMed. We did it by hand, in a Word template. However, our aim was to deposit the whole content of the journal to the PubMed Central -a free full text digital archive linked to PubMed [4] -and thus increase the visibility and access to the CMJ. But how to translate the full journal content into XML? When we started exploring options for the CMJ, we first learned that most of the journals and publishers at that time (mid-2000) outsourced manuscripts for manual XML tagging. That option was too complicated and too expensive for us and we needed to look for other options. We found the solution in the software called eXtyles [5] , which can be integrated into Word to produce an XML output validated and accepted by PubMed Central. It was an expensive acquisition for a small journal, but it was the best investment for the CMJ because it increased the journal's visibility and impact and brought us to a higher technological level of editing [3] . We also became members of CrossRef [6] , which enabled us to create a persistent to the online location of the published journal content using the digital object identifiers (DOI). The logical step from CrossRef was membership in CrossCheck, which enabled us to introduce text-similarity checks for all submitted manuscripts -we turned it into a research exercise, which resulted in important findings about the prevalence of plagiarism in submitted manuscripts in a small academic journal and establishment of editorial procedures to ensure the integrity of the published scientific record [7] .
The next major step in my learning course in digital publishing happened in 2011, when I moved from the CMJ to become the editor in chief of a new journal -Journal of Global Health, which I started together with my two colleagues -Prof. Harry Campbell and Prof. Igor Rudan, experts in global health from the University of Edinburgh in UK. We decided that our journal should be an independent academic voice for research in global health [8] . Financial independence meant also that we would not take the journal to a commercial publisher, but rather chose the open access publishing model, where the authors keep the ownership of the article by paying a small article processing fee (when they can afford it). When I edited the CMJ, we did not really think about open access because the journal could afford to publish all its articles in what we called "free access" because it received substantial financial support from the Croatian Ministry of Science, like many other Croatian science journals [9] . Also, Croatia had a digital repository of full text articles in PDF (http://hrcak.hr) where all journals receiving public funding had to deposit their content [10] . In our new journal, we had no external financial support so we started as an open-access journal without article processing charges, which we introduced only when we built up the reputation of the journal [8] . We knew about open access from our experience as researchers publishing with open-access journals like PLoS and BioMed Central journals. But how do you choose the publishing license so that the authors preserve the ownership of the article and at the same time allow widest dissemination and use of the published information? For this, we turned to Creative Commons publishing licenses [11] , used by many excellent journals, such as the BMJ and BioMed Central and PLoS journals. We opted for the license with the widest freedom of use, the so-called "Attribution CC BY" (Table 1) , used also by PLoS journals. Table 1 provides the description of the licenses offered by Creative Commons -there are many choices and most journals, particularly academic and scholarly journals, can find the license that is most suitable for their authors and readers [11] . Table 1 
Types of Creative Commons copyright licenses

License
Description by Creative Commons* Attribution CC BY This license lets others distribute, remix, tweak, and build upon your work, even commercially, as long as they credit you for the original creation. This is the most accommodating of licenses offered. Recommended for maximum dissemination and use of licensed materials. Attribution-ShareAlike CC BY-SA This license lets others remix, tweak, and build upon your work even for commercial purposes, as long as they credit you and license their new creations under the identical terms. This license is often compared to "copyleft" free and open source software licenses. All new works based on yours will carry the same license, so any derivatives will also allow commercial use. This is the license used by Wikipedia, and is recommended for materials that would benefit from incorporating content from Wikipedia and similarly licensed projects. Attribution-NoDerivs CC BY-ND This license allows for redistribution, commercial and noncommercial, as long as it is passed along unchanged and in whole, with credit to you. Attribution-NonCommercial CC BY-NC This license lets others remix, tweak, and build upon your work non-commercially, and although their new works must also acknowledge you and be non-commercial, they don't have to license their derivative works on the same terms. Attribution-NonCommercialShareAlike CC BY-NC-SA This license lets others remix, tweak, and build upon your work non-commercially, as long as they credit you and license their new creations under the identical terms. Attribution-NonCommercialNoDerivs CC BY-NC-ND This license is the most restrictive of our six main licenses, only allowing others to download your works and share them with others as long as they credit you, but they can't change them in any way or use them commercially.
Source: Creative Commons [11] When we solved the question of publishing license, we were faced with another problem. As all three of us were accustomed to printed version of a journal -defined issues within a volume and pagination starting at the beginning of each volume, we were soon faced with problems of publishing in a digital environment. PDF of the printed page was for us still the main form of published units in the journal and this created a problem in generating individual issues: we had to wait for the whole issue to be completed in order to provide correct pagination for articles. This meant that articles which were ready for publication could not be published immediately on the webwhich the authors rightfully expected. At that point, we realized that we have to stop thinking in "print" terms and look for other solutions. For us, the report of The National Federation of Advanced Information Services (NFAIS) from the USA on best practices for publishing journal articles [12] provided the best guidance for us. We chose to use article identifiers instead of traditional sequential pagination -instead of page numbers each article gets a numeric code and is posted online as soon as it passes editorial processing after manuscript acceptance. Table 2 provides definitions of other terms related to online publishing, as provided by the NFAIS [12] . 
RSS Feeds
Really Simple Syndication: a web feed used to provide users with frequently updated content, such as tables of contents for a journal. The publisher syndicates the feed so that users can subscribe to it and receive notification automatically. URL Uniform Resource Locator: Essentially an address on the Internet, the URL specifies where an identified resource is located and the protocol for retrieving it.
*Source: The National Federation of Advanced Information Services. Best practices for publishing journal articles [12] It seems to me that the digital publishing is a sort of life-long continuing educations for editors. I did not touch on our experiences in the online submission and manuscript tracking solutions which are suitable (and affordable) for a small academic journal -this is an ongoing frustration, at least for me. We do not have enough resources to buy a standard, expensive online system from commercial vendors and we likewise do not have enough information technology resources to adapt freely available systems, like Open Journal System (OJS) to our needs [13] . I am not sure what the best solution is, and I may be wiser in a few years. In those few years, my colleague editors and I will also need to learn more about social media and how they can help increase journal's visibility and prestige. Some studies have shown positive associations between tweets on social networks and citations to the published journal articles [14] , as well as possible influence of social media on article citations and impact factor [15] . This all sounds very promising but very expensive. My consolation at the moment is that scientistsauthors of articles we publish in scientific journals, still value the classical peer review system of communicating research results to the scientific community [16] .
Conclusion
Editors of small and scholarly journals need to follow the developments in digital publishing in order to ensure the quality of their journals and increase their visibility and impact in global scientific community.
